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AGILE
First Office introduces Agile, an
ergonomic mesh back chair designed
for personal fit and comfort. A high
level of adjustability offers a custom
fit, and breathable mesh circulates air
for comfort. Agile is designed to scale
in features and upholstery options to
support open plan, active environments,
collaborative conference and private
office settings.
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A Lumbar Support and Breathable Mesh
Agile allows you to adjust the lumbar support while seated, 		
providing you proper lumbar positioning for your body size
and type.

B Personalized Fit
Over ten passive and active adjustments can be made with Agile
to personalize it for every individual user. Adjust Agile to fit 		
specific body sizes, types and work styles for more energy and 		
support throughout the workday.

C Open Plan
Agile’s slim profile design and modern personality makes it a 		
perfect fit for open plan areas. Equipped with multiple controls 		
and adjustments, Agile is ideal for high task use and also supports
a variety of focused and collaborative work environments.
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ARM OPTIONS

PERSONALIZED FIT

Armless (Standard)

With Arms

BASE OPTIONS

HEADREST OPTION

Black (Standard)

Warm Silver Powdercoat

Polished Aluminum

SYNCHRO MOTION

FRONT MULTI TILT LIMIT

TILT TENSION

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT ARM

Full range of motion for passive
ergonomic support, giving you allday comfort. Control provides four
tilt locking positions.

A tilt position limiter allows the
user to select a desired range of
tilt motion. Position 1 allows for
full range of tilt. Position 2 limits
tilt travel to 2/3 of full range tilt.
Position 3 limits tilt travel to
1/3 of full range tilt.

Tilt tension adjusts for recline action
perfectly fitted to your body type.

Arm height adjusts to support
keyboarding and other seated tasks
you accomplish throughout the day.

SEAT SLIDER

PNEUMATIC HEIGHT CONTROL

LUMBAR CONTROL

MESH BREATHABILITY

Seat slides to the proper depth to
support your height and proportion.

Chair height adjusts to a proper
working height.

Lumbar control adjusts while seated
to position it properly, supporting
your lower back.

A breathable mesh back provides
more air circulation and temperature
control for all-day comfort.

ROTATING ARM PADS

HEADREST TILT

Arm pads adjust in and out for
proper support with keyboards,
mouse or
pen use.

Head rest tilts and height adjusts
for a personalized fit.
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